We consider polymers formed from a (quenched) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Polyampholytes (PA's) are long chain macromolecules with a random mixture of oppositely charged groups fixed along their backbone [1] . Several elements conspire to make the behavior of such heteropolymers a problem of great interest. One (admittedly somewhat remote) motivation is the similarity to the macromolecules of biological interest such as nucleic or amino acids. The specific sequence of monomers on such chains is essential to biological activity. For example, the sequence of amino acids determines the ultimate shape of a protein [2] . Attempting to unravel the precise factors responsible for protein folding, several statistical models have been proposed [3] . These models sacrifice the specificity of particular proteins, by essentially focusing on generic properties of heteropolymers with competing interactions [4] . PA's can be regarded as a particular example of this class. From another perspective, properties of random systems with competing interactions have been on the forefront of statistical mechanics for the past decade [5] . The prototype of complexity in this class of problem, the spin glass, has much in common with random heteropolymers. The statistics of the ground state, and those of low lying excitations, is paramount to both systems. As examples of soft condensed matter, heteropolymers have the advantage of faster relaxation, compared to their "harder" counterparts. Indeed there is much encouragement from recent experimental studies of solutions [6] and gels composed of PA's [7, 8] . 'Permanent address. It may appear that the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction between charges is yet an additional complication of an already hard problem. Yet for a uniformly charged polymer (a polyelectrolyte), it is possible to find the exact scaling of the radius of gyration Bg on the number of monomers N [9] . The [6] . One set of experiments [7] was performed on gels produced by crosslinking PA's [8] . By changing the conditions of the solvent (pH, salt content, etc. ), it is possible to control both the excess charge Q on the PA chains and the screening length. Due to the large screening length, the Coulomb interactions are significant. As a function of Q, the gel undergoes dramatic changes in volume, the neutral gel being the most compact. However, the volume of the gel does not change gradually with increasing charge. There is an interval of Q around the neutral point where the gel remains compact, suddenly increasing in volume by an order of magnitude beyond a threshold Q, . The similarity between Eqs. (11) and (12) The symbols are the same as in Fig. 5 . For each T and Q we start by selecting a (quenched) random sequence of charges +qo, whose sum (the total excess charge) is fixed to Q. This is accomplished by randomly selecting (N -Q/qo)/2 positions on the chain for negative charges, and placing positive charges on the remainder. For each quench, we perform a thermal equilibration at temperature T, and then calculate the thermal averages of interest. The thermalization is repeated for ten diferent sequences and the results are averaged over the quenches. In an elementary MC step a monomer is picked at random and moved a single lattice unit. The move is accepted according to the usual Metropolis rule. Since each move requires recalculation of interaction energies, it involves O(N) operations. The MC time unit is defined as the period during which N attempts are made. Thus the computer CPU time per single MC time unit increases as N2.
Obtaining good averages in random systems is a significant challenge. Errors appear due to both inadequate thermal equilibration and insufFicient quench averaging. Our high-temperature chains (for T ) 5qo/a) are similar to uncharged polymers and their equilibration is limited by the slowly decaying "Rouse mod. es. " The slowest decay time is approximately the interval taken by a polymer to difFuse its own radius of gyration, estimated as follows: Since the acceptance rate of an elementary MC move is of order one throughout the simulation, the diffusion constant of a single monomer is also of order one (in units of squared lattice constant divided by the MC time unit). The difFusivity of the polymer center of mass is N times slower, resulting in a difFusion constant of D = a2/N, and a relaxation time of r' = B N/a . At high temperatures w' scales as N + ", where v = 0.588. The exact dependence of E(Q) on n is plotted in Fig. 7 .
In the same figure we also present the squared radius of gyration of the elliptical drop, R~( 
The total energy of the optimal configuration grows as E *", (Q) = 2.53E(0)n i .
Thus the uniformly charged drop cannot lower its energy as drastically as its conducting counterpart. Since we have not exhaustively searched for other con6gurations, the above result should be regarded as an upper bound to the ground state energy. Note that this bound has the same scaling (up to logarithmic corrections) on n as that of the highly elongated spheroid. range of o, 's, and finding which solution represents the global energy minimum is quite cumbersome. One limit, however, is easily examined: Consider splitting the drop into one large droplet and m = n -1 smaller drops. In the limit of n -+ oo, a n/n, and b = 1; the total volume, area, and electrostatic energy of the charged droplets, vanishes, while they, nevertheless, carry all the charge of the system. Thus the energy of the system is reduced to E(0), i.e. , the energy of the uncharged original drop.
We next consider the insulating uniformly charged drop. If such a drop is split in two, the charge of each droplet will be proportional to its volume, i.e. , q; = QR, /R . Using the energy of a single sphere in Eq. (B6), the total energy of a pair of infinitely separated spherical droplets is obtained as
